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Exceptional odd-frequency pairing in non-Hermitian superconducting systems
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We first show the realization of exceptional points in a non-Hermitian superconducting system based on a
conventional superconductor and then demonstrate that, surprisingly, the system hosts odd-frequency pairing,
solely generated by the non-Hermiticity. While there is a coexistence of even- and odd-frequency pairs under
general conditions, we find that the even-frequency term vanishes at the exceptional degeneracies, leaving only
odd-frequency pairing. This exceptional odd-frequency pairing is directly given by the imaginary part of the
eigenvalues at the exceptional points and can be measured from the spectral function. Our results thus put forward
non-Hermitian systems as a powerful platform to realize odd-frequency superconducting pairing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Superconductivity is a rare manifestation of quantum
mechanics on a truly macroscopic scale and is also a basic in-
gredient in emerging quantum technologies [1]. To date, many
superconducting states have been reported, both intrinsic and
engineered using conventional s-wave superconductors in
proximity to other materials, such as topological supercon-
ductivity in various hybrid devices [2,3]. While the scheme
for creating unconventional superconductors may differ, their
properties are always to a very large extent dictated by the
symmetries of their fundamental constituents, the electron, or
Cooper, pairs.

The Cooper pair wave function, or pair amplitude, depends
on the degrees of freedom of the paired electrons [4]. While
all the degrees of freedom are important for the Cooper pair
symmetries, it is perhaps the time at which electrons pair that
introduces the most interesting but least explored properties,
mainly due to their relevance in dynamic quantum matter
[5]. In its most general form, electrons can pair at different
times, or equivalently at finite frequency ω. This enables
odd-frequency (odd-ω) pairing, where the pair amplitude is
odd in relative time, or equivalently odd in ω. Odd-ω pairing
is thus an intrinsically dynamic and time-dependent effect
[6–10].

Since its initial conception [11], odd-ω pairing has gener-
ated an ever increasing interest, not only due to its dynamical
nature but also because it explains several exotic effects, such
as long-range proximity effects or paramagnetic Meissner
signatures [6–10]. Interestingly, odd-ω pairs have been shown
to emerge in several systems using just conventional s-wave
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superconductors, with notable examples in superconducting
heterostructures [12–18], multiband superconductors [19–24],
and time-periodic superconductors [25,26]. Still, these sys-
tems share a common characteristic in that all represent closed
systems, described by Hermitian Hamiltonians.

Physical systems are, however, always coupled to their
environment, and thus open, where dissipative effects are
unavoidable and described by non-Hermitian (NH) processes
[27]. Notably, dissipation has been shown to lead to unique
NH effects that broaden the system symmetries [28], giving
rise to unusual phases [29–31] with no analog in Hermi-
tian setups. The main property of NH systems is that they
exhibit a complex spectrum with level degeneracies, known
as exceptional points (EPs) [32–40], where eigenstates and
eigenvalues coalesce, in stark contrast to Hermitian systems.
Moreover, non-Hermiticity not only allows to understand and
engineer dissipative systems, but it can also be precisely con-
trolled and hence used for sophisticated applications [29–31],
such as for high-performance lasers [41–44] and sensors
[45–48].

Non-Hermiticity has also recently been shown to ramify
the particle-hole symmetry [28], intrinsic in superconductors.
It is thus natural to ask about its impact on the symmetry of
the pair amplitude. Moreover, due to the close link between
non-Hermiticity and dissipation, which reflects a dynamical
essence, it represents a genuinely promising ground to explore
as the origin of odd-ω pairing. However, the connection be-
tween non-Hermiticity and odd-ω pairing has so far received
little attention, with studies only focusing on symmetry classi-
fication [49] or spectral broadening in a Dynes superconductor
[50]. This has left, for example, the role of the main NH
characteristic, the EPs, completely unexplored.

In this paper we first show how NH superconducting
systems easily host odd-ω pairing, entirely due to non-
Hermiticity. Surprisingly, we find that all even-ω pairing
vanishes at the EPs, leaving only a large odd-ω contribution,
which we refer to as exceptional odd-ω pairing. We then
illustrate these results in a realistic NH system consisting of
a conventional superconductor coupled to a ferromagnet lead
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FIG. 1. Sketch of a two-dimensional (2D) conventional s-wave
superconductor coupled to a semi-infinite ferromagnet lead. Due to
coupling to the lead, the total system is described by an effective
non-Hermitian Hamiltonian.

(see Fig. 1). Finally, we show that the exceptional odd-ω
pairing, as well as the EPs, can be detected in the spec-
tral function via angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES). Our findings thus put forward an entirely different
route for generating odd-ω pairing, paving the way for NH
engineering of dynamical superconducting states.

II. PAIR AMPLITUDES

To understand how odd-ω pairing appears in NH systems,
we first inspect the structure of the pair amplitude F , which is
obtained from the electron-hole (eh), or anomalous, part of the
Green’s function G(ω) = (ω − H )−1 [51,52]. Here, H is the
system Hamiltonian in Nambu space ψ = (c, c†)T, where c
annihilates an electronic state. While F can be directly found
from a matrix inversion, to gain a basic understanding of its
dependencies it is more useful to express (ω − H )−1 in terms
of its adjugate (Adj) and determinant (det) [53]. In this way,
F reads

F (ω) = 1

det(ω − H )
[Adj(ω − H )]eh, (1)

with Adj(·) found as the transpose of the cofactor matrix [53].
The representation of F in Eq. (1) is general and valid for both
Hermitian and NH Hamiltonians.

While Eq. (1) might seem complicated, it actually offers
a simple way to analyze how odd-ω pairing appears, as any
odd-ω part must come either from the denominator or nu-
merator. For this reason, we first note that the poles of G
give the quasiparticle energies, or the eigenvalues Ei of H .
Then, to visualize the appearance of odd-ω pairing in Eq. (1)
it is convenient to express the determinant in terms of Ei:
det(ω − H ) = �i(ω − Ei ) [53]. For simplicity, but without
loss of generality, we for now assume that spin, space, and
orbital are not active degrees of freedom, such that H only
has two eigenvalues E1,2. Thus, we can write det(ω − H ) =
(ω − E1)(ω − E2), with E1,2 related by particle-hole symme-
try, which can differ for Hermitian and NH Hamiltonians [28].

For Hermitian systems, E1,2 = ±E and the denominator
of Eq. (1) becomes det(ω − H ) = ω2 − E2, clearly an even
function of ω. Also, the numerator of Eq. (1), Adj(·), does
not develop any odd-ω term in this simple case. However, we
have verified that in systems with finite odd-ω pairing, such
as two-band superconductors [10], it is the [Adj(·)]eh term that
generates odd-ω pairing, while det(·) only provides even pow-
ers of ω. Thus, for time-independent Hermitian Hamiltonians

with the properties discussed above, the only option for F to
contain odd-ω pairing comes from the [Adj(·)]eh matrix.

In contrast, for NH systems the eigenvalues are no longer
real (Re) but develop an imaginary (Im) term, En = an − ibn,
with a, b both real-valued numbers [54]. For NH supercon-
ducting systems, they come in pairs, obeying E1 = −E∗

2 due
to the charge-conjugation symmetry [28,55–58]. This imposes
a1 = −a2 = a and b1 = b2 ≡ b. Then, the denominator in
Eq. (1) reads det(ω − H ) = ω2 − a2 − b2 + 2iωb, where the
last term now directly reveals an odd-ω term proportional to
b, while the numerator of Eq. (1) still does not contain any
odd-ω part. Taken together, the pair amplitude of NH systems
reads

FNH(ω) = [Adj(ω − H )]eh

d2 + 4ω2b2
(d − 2iωb), (2)

where d = ω2 − a2 − b2 is an even function of ω. This FNH

has both even- and odd-ω parts, proportional to d and iωb,
respectively. Importantly, the odd-ω term is purely driven by
the Im part of the eigenvalues, b.

The main characteristic of NH Hamiltonians is the pres-
ence of EPs, where eigenvalues and eigenvectors coalesce
[32–35]. This implies that at the EPs, a1 = −a2 = 0 and
b1 = b2 = b, leaving a single purely Im eigenvalue, E1,2 = ib.
Also, then d = ω2 − b2, which vanishes when ω = |b|, i.e., at
the EP. Hence, at the EP, the even-ω term of FNH vanishes,
leaving only odd-ω pairing, which we refer to as exceptional
odd-ω pairing. We thus conclude that odd-ω pairing can be
easily induced in a NH system, even when it is completely
absent in the Hermitian regime, and even more interestingly,
it becomes the only source of pairing at EPs.

III. REALIZATION OF A NH
SUPERCONDUCTING SYSTEM

Next, we show that odd-ω pairing emerges naturally in
realistic NH systems. For this purpose, we first engineer a
simple NH superconducting system by coupling a conven-
tional spin-singlet s-wave 2D superconductor [59–67] to a
ferromagnetic lead (see Fig. 1). This NH system is modeled
by the following effective Nambu Hamiltonian,

Heff = HS + �r (ω = 0), (3)

where HS = ξkτz − �σyτy describes the (closed) supercon-
ductor in the basis (ck,↑, ck,↓, c†

−k,↑, c†
−k,↓), with ck,σ anni-

hilating an electron with momentum k and spin σ . Here,
ξk = h̄2k2/2m − μ is the kinetic energy with k = (kx, ky),
σi and τi the spin and electron-hole Pauli matrices, respec-
tively, μ is the chemical potential, and � is the spin-singlet
s-wave pair potential. We consider either intrinsic thin film
superconductors or proximity-induced superconductivity into
a thin film semiconductor, both effectively producing a 2D
superconductor, but our results are also valid in the interface
region for 3D superconductors [68]. Further, �r (ω = 0) is the
retarded spin-dependent self-energy at ω = 0 describing the
effect of the lead on the superconductor. While �r , in general,
depends on ω, its independence of ω is well justified e.g., in
the wideband limit [69–72]. With the lead being semi-infinite,
�r has both Re and Im terms. While the Re part is Hermitian
and just renormalizes the elements of HS, the Im part is NH
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FIG. 2. Re (blue) and Im (red) parts of the eigenvalues in Eq. (5)
as a function of k at fixed 
↑,↓ (a) and as a function of 
↑ at
fixed ξk = 0 and 
↓ = 0 (b), with the wave-function overlap in
green. At the EP transition (gray) the eigenvalues coalesce and the
wave functions become parallel. The brown curve shows eigenvalues
without non-Hermiticity. The inset depicts the absolute value of Re
and Im parts of the eigenvalues. Parameters: 
↑ = 2, 
↓ = 0, � = 1,

μ = 1, kF =
√

2mμ/h̄2.

and introduces dramatic changes, which becomes our focus
here [69,71,72]. We obtain �r (ω = 0) = diag(�r

e, �
r
h) ana-

lytically [see Supplemental Material (SM) for details [73]],
where we approximate [74]

�r
e,h(ω = 0) = −i
σ0 − iγ σz, (4)

with 
 = (
↑ + 
↓)/2 and γ = (
↑ − 
↓)/2. Here, 
σ =
π |t ′|2ρσ

L with ρσ
L the surface density of states of the lead

(L) for spin σ =↑,↓, controlled by the Zeeman field in the
ferromagnet, and t ′ the hopping amplitude into the lead from
the superconductor. For obvious reasons we refer to 
i as
to the coupling amplitude. Due to causality, all terms in �r

reside in the lower complex energy half plane, a clear signal
of dissipation.

Using Eq. (4), the eigenvalues of Heff are given by

En = −i
 ±
√

�2 + ξ 2
k − γ 2 ± 2i|ξk||γ |, (5)

which acquire Im terms solely due to the effect of the lead
through 
 and γ . At 
 = γ = 0, the system is Hermitian
with real eigenvalues En = ±

√
�2 + ξ 2

k , shown in brown in
Fig. 2(a). At any nonzero coupling, En develops nonzero Im
terms, a clear feature of NH physics. The inverse of Im(En)
represents the average time a quasiparticle remains in the su-
perconductor before escaping into the lead, setting the length
scale �
 = h̄vF/Im(En), with vF the Fermi velocity in the
superconductor, for how deep the NH effect penetrates if using
a 3D superconductor. At 
↑ = 
↓, γ = 0 and all En’s acquire
the same Im term, equal to −i
. It is only when 
↑ �= 
↓ that
all En’s undergo the special transition at which their Re and
Im parts merge into a single value, i
, thus producing EPs.
This occurs when the square root in Eq. (5) vanishes,

�2 + ξ 2
k − γ 2 = 0 and 2i|ξk||γ | = 0. (6)

To visualize these EP conditions, we present in Figs. 2(a) and
2(b) the Re (solid blue) and Im (dashed red) parts of En as a
function of k and 
↑, with the EP transitions marked in gray.
We observe that the electron- and holelike En coalesce, and
EPs appear, only at ξk = 0, or equivalently k =

√
2mμ/h̄2,

provided � = |γ | �= 0. The EPs extend into a circle when
k is plotted in 2D (see the inset in Fig. 2). As expected for
EPs, the conditions in Eqs. (6) not only define the coalescence
of En, but they also define the coalescence of the associated
eigenvectors. In fact, at the EPs, the associated wave vectors
become parallel instead of orthogonal as for Hermitian sys-
tems, as seen by their scalar product (dotted green) in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2(b), we instead fix ξk = 0 and plot the eigenvalues
as a function of 
↑ at fixed 
↓ = 0 and again see a clear EP
transition. Thus, our simple, but physical, NH superconduct-
ing system in Fig. 1 host clear and stable EPs, which represent
the main property of NH systems [30,31].

IV. EXCEPTIONAL ODD-ω PAIR AMPLITUDE

Having established the existence of EPs in the NH system
in Fig. 1 and Eq. (3), we next turn to calculating its pair
amplitudes using the anomalous components of the retarded
Green’s function Gr = (ω − Heff )−1. We obtain even- and
odd-ω (E,O) pair amplitudes given by

F E
↑↓(ω) = −�Q↑↓

Q2
↑↓ + 4ω2
2

, F O
↑↓(ω) = −2iω�


Q2
↑↓ + 4ω2
2

, (7)

where Q↑↓ = �2 + ξ 2
k + 
2 − γ 2 − ω2 − 2iγ ξk is an even

function in ω. Likewise, we get F E(O)
↓↑ = −F E(O)

↑↓ (
↑ ↔ 
↓),
but we do not find any equal spin pairing. An interesting
feature is that F O

↑↓ is proportional to 
, showing that it is
a direct NH result, as in Eq. (2). The finite pair amplitudes
can also be interpreted as a result of Andreev reflection at the
superconductor-lead interface [17,75–77].

To further inspect the NH effect on F E,O
↓↑ , we plot their

absolute values in Fig. 3 as a function of ω, 
↑, and k. At

 = γ = 0, the system is Hermitian and then only the even-ω
part survives, as seen both in Eqs. (7) and Fig. 3. At finite
coupling, the system becomes NH and even- and odd-ω pairs
generally coexist. As seen in Fig. 3, both pair amplitudes
develop large values, but in different regimes, allowing us to
establish a clear distinction between them: While F E

↑↓ is large
around ω = 0, F O

↑↓ exhibits surprisingly similarly large values
at higher ω [78].

Next, we examine the effect of EPs on F O,E
↑↓ in Eqs. (7).

For this reason we analyze the term Q↑↓ at the EPs, where the
latter are defined by the conditions in Eqs. (6) and only present
for γ �= 0. By using these EP conditions, we get Q↑↓ = 
2 −
ω2, assuming we already have tuned � = |γ |. Interestingly,
Q↑↓ vanishes exactly at ω = |
|, i.e., exactly at the magnitude
of the eigenvalues at EPs [see Eqs. (5)]. Thus, at the EPs, we
find only odd-ω pairing F O

↑↓(ω) = −(i�)/(2ω
), with |ω| =

, as the even-ω part identically vanishes. This exceptional
odd-ω pairing is unusual for two additional reasons: Its size is
solely determined by the NH processes 
 and γ , as |ω| = 


and � = |γ | at the EPs, and it has a clear sgn(ω)/ω2 behavior,
unlike Hermitian systems [79]. In Fig. 3(a), the vanishing of
the even-ω pairing actually occurs along the whole line ω = �

as 
↑ is varied (white dashed line), although the EP only oc-
curs at the point 
↑/� = 2 and at ω/� = 1 in this plot (green
arrow). This is because the particular choice of parameters in
Fig. 3(a) results in Q↑↓ = 0 and thus zero even-ω pairing for
all |ω| = �; note that the second condition for EPs, ξk = 0,
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FIG. 3. Absolute value of (a) even-ω and (b) odd-ω pair ampli-
tudes as a function of ω and 
↑ at ξk = 0, 
↓ = 0, with the color scale
cut off at 1 for visualization. Dashed blue and red curves show the Re
and Im parts of the eigenvalues, respectively. Also marked are the EP
transition lines (gray) and energy values (green arrows), and values
where the even-ω pairing vanish (dashed white). Pair amplitudes
(c) as a function of ω at ξk = 0 and (d) as a function of k at fixed
ω/� = 1 for different values of 
↑. The rest of the parameters are as
in Fig. 2.

in Eqs. (6), is satisfied here. We thus find that vanishing
even-ω pairing is intimately related to the occurrence of EPs
in our system, leaving only finite exceptional odd-ω pairing,
which, in turn, is solely determined by the magnitude of the
eigenvalues at the EPs.

V. SPECTRAL SIGNATURES

To detect the EPs and the odd-ω pairing, we study the spec-
tral function A(ω, k) = −Im Tr(Gr − Ga ) [51,52] accessible
via, e.g., ARPES measurements [80–82], where Ga = [Gr]†

is the advanced Green’s function [83]. To elucidate the pair
amplitude dependency, it is useful to write the diagonal entries
of Gr in terms of the pair amplitudes. The diagonal electron
terms are thus given by

[
Gr

0(ω)
]
↑↑(↓↓) = ± (ω + ξk + i
↓(↑) )

�
[F (ω)]↑↓(↓↑), (8)

with F↑↓ = F E
↑↓ + F O

↑↓ given by Eqs. (7). The diagonal
hole terms are [Ḡr

0]↑↑(↓↓) = [Gr
0]↓↓(↑↑)(ξk → −ξk, 
↑(↓) →


↓(↑) ). We further isolate the individual even- and odd-ω pair
contributions by writing A = AE + AO with AE(O) being due to
F E(O)

ab .
In Fig. 4 we plot AE,O and A as functions of ω and 
↑ at

ξk = 0. By examining the individual contributions in Fig. 4(a),
we note that they exhibit large values in different ranges of
ω and 
↑. In fact, AE acquires large values around ω = 0
and high 
↑, similar to F E

↑↓ in Fig. 3(a). Surprisingly, it also
becomes negative for some parameters. On the other hand,
AO instead shows large values at finite ω and low 
↑, stem-
ming from large F O

↑↓ for the same parameters [see Fig. 3(b)].

FIG. 4. (a) Spectral function A divided into individual contribu-
tions AE from even-ω (top) and AO from odd-ω (bottom) pairing as
a function of ω and 
↑ at ξk = 0, 
↓ = 0. (b) Total spectral function
A = AE + AO, with EP transition lines (gray) and Re (dashed blue)
and Im (dashed red) parts of eigenvalues depicted. The rest of the
parameters are as in Figs. 2 and 3.

The total spectral function A in Fig. 4(b) captures the main
features of both AE and AO, where AO also compensates for
the negative values of AE. Note that A also clearly signals the
EP transition (gray line). In fact, at the EP energy, |ω| = 
,
we estimate A = AO ≈ 2ωF O/�, with F O = �/(ω
) being
the magnitude of the exceptional odd-ω pairing. Thus, the
spectral function detects the EP transition which then allows
us to measure the exceptional odd-ω pairing.

Experimentally, to generate exceptional odd-ω pairing,
high control of � and 
σ is necessary. For �, recent works
have reported well-controlled proximity-induced supercon-
ductivity in only a = 7 nm thick InAs films with � =
0.2 meV and tunable using interface barriers [59]. For 
σ ,
both the spin-dependent density of states and the tunneling
between lead and superconductor can be tuned [see Eq. (4)].
Here, the Zeeman field of the lead guarantees distinct 
σ ,
while the overall strength can be controlled by adjusting the
thickness of a normal potential barrier between superconduc-
tor and lead, e.g., by using a few nm thick InGaAs layer
[59]. Along these lines, we estimate that Zeeman fields of
B = 1 meV produce couplings of 
↑ = 0.4 meV and 
↓ = 0,
giving rise to γ = � and a length scale of �
 ≈ 120 nm (see
SM [73]). Thus, currently available heterostructures achieve
both the necessary EP conditions and exhibit a � ξ
 , assuring
that exceptional odd-ω pairs can homogeneously emerge in
such systems.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have shown the emergence of EPs in
simple and physical NH superconducting systems based on
conventional superconductors. We have then demonstrated
that such systems host odd-ω pairing purely due to the non-
Hermiticity, which, at the EPs becomes the only source of
superconducting pairing, establishing the concept of excep-
tional odd-ω pairing. Finally, we showed how the spectral
function can be used to detect both the emergence of EPs
and measure exceptional odd-ω pairing. Our work puts
forward NH systems as a rich playground for generating
odd-ω pairs, paving the way for NH engineering of dy-
namical superconducting states with enhanced and controlled
properties.
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